A system noise assessment of a hybrid wing body configuration was performed using NASA's best available aircraft models, engine model, and system noise assessment method. A propulsion airframe aeroacoustic effects experimental database for key noise sources and interaction effects was used to provide data directly in the noise assessment where prediction methods are inadequate. NASA engine and aircraft system models were created to define the hybrid wing body aircraft concept as a twin engine aircraft with a 7500 nautical mile mission. The engines were modeled as existing technology, in production, bypass ratio seven turbofans. The baseline hybrid wing body aircraft was assessed at 26.4 dB cumulative below the FAA Stage 4 certification level. To determine the potential for noise reduction with relatively near term technologies, seven other configurations were assessed beginning with moving the engines two fan nozzle diameters upstream of the trailing edge and then adding technologies for reduction of the highest noise sources. Aft radiated noise was expected to be the most challenging to reduce and, therefore, the experimental database focused on jet nozzle and pylon configurations that could reduce jet noise through a combination of source reduction and shielding effectiveness. The best configuration for reduction of jet noise used state-of-the-art technology chevrons with a pylon above the engine in the crown position. This configuration resulted in jet source noise reduction, favorable azimuthal directivity, and noise source relocation upstream where it is more effectively shielded by the limited airframe surface, and additional fan noise attenuation from acoustic liner on the crown pylon internal surfaces. Vertical and elevon surfaces were also assessed to add shielding effectiveness. The elevon deflection above the trailing edge showed some small additional noise reduction whereas vertical surfaces resulted in a slight noise increase. With the effects of the configurations from the database included, the best available noise reduction was 41.5 dB cumulative. Projected effects from additional technologies were assessed for an advanced noise reduction configuration including landing gear fairings and advanced pylon and chevron nozzles. Incorporating the three additional technology improvements, an aircraft noise is projected of 42.9 dB cumulative below the Stage 4 level.
INTRODUCTION
Noise generated from commercial aircraft, jet-powered aircraft in particular, has been reduced significantly over the course of the jet age of the last fifty years. If early four engine (with very low bypass ratio) jet airliners from the early 1960s are compared to the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) current Stage 4 noise certification requirement (Stage 4 in effect since 2006) they would be at approximately 17 dB cumulative (the addition of the difference between actual noise and the certification limit from the three certification points) above the Stage 4 requirement. In contrast, today's best in fleet twin engine airliners with high bypass ratio engines are approximately 12-15 dB cumulative below the Stage 4 requirement. This represents, by this metric, a reduction in noise of some 29-32 dB cumulative over five decades. The majority of the reduction occurring in the first two decades, the 1960s and 1970s, was due primarily to the introduction of low bypass ratio turbofan engines with a bypass ratio of approximately four to five. Turbofan engines are an example of aircraft technology with multiple benefits at the aircraft system level. Turbofan engines were primarily introduced for the higher propulsive efficiency resulting in lower fuel burn and longer aircraft range capabilities. However, the higher mass flow at reduced exhaust velocity also reduces the jet mixed velocity directly reducing the jet noise component. Many other innovations have been introduced more specifically for additional noise reduction. The fan rotor to stator spacing was increased to reduce the strength of that contribution to the fan noise component. Improved acoustic liner technology has been developed including the elimination of splices between liner segments [1] . Increasing the total acoustic liner area as well as placing acoustic liner at more critical locations such as closer to the inlet lip has increased the attenuation of engine source noise before it propagates outside the engine nacelle.
A change in aircraft configuration that also had multiple aircraft system benefits occurred with the introduction of the large twin engine aircraft class motivated by reduced weight and drag attributed to the engine installation but also because fewer engines reduces overall part count with favorable cost and maintenance impacts. One of many implications was that engine power requirements for a twin result in aircraft that can climb at a faster rate on takeoff as compared to an equivalent four engine aircraft. The result for the aircraft system noise was that the larger distance to the ground from the faster climb reduced noise directly on the ground.
However, even with all these innovations being aggressively implemented, the progress in noise reduction at the aircraft system level has been slower since 1980 as compared to that in the earlier decades. This leads to the observation that having achieved dramatically lower aircraft noise; there is both increasing technical difficulty and cost of discovering, developing, and implementing new noise reduction technology sufficient to further reduce aircraft noise. This situation is due, in large part, to the fact that aircraft noise of early aircraft was dominated by jet noise whereas modern aircraft have multiple noise sources that are important to address. While production aircraft meet current certification requirements, the combined reality of the continued growth in air traffic, increasingly more stringent environmental goals, and the additional limitations imposed by existing airports, such as curfews, still results in continued strong demand for aircraft noise reduction technology implementation [2] . For these reasons, NASA's Environmentally Responsible Aviation (ERA) project has set a goal of 42 dB cumulative below the Stage 4 certification level with a timeframe of 2020 for key technologies [3] to be at a readiness level of six (system or sub-system prototype demonstrated in a relevant environment). Compared to the noise reduction achieved over the last few decades, this goal and timeframe represent a step change in aircraft noise technology that, if implemented, would dramatically impact positively the flying public and the surrounding communities. In fact, this goal represents about a 27-30 dB cumulative reduction compared to today's best aircraft that, if implemented, would be an amount approximately equal to the reduction achieved over the last fifty years.
The aircraft configurations that are represented widely in the fleet are typically of two primary types, the engines mounted under the wings and the engines mounted on the aft fuselage with an additional variation (out of production) of these two configurations created by the tri-jet configuration with two engines under the wings and an engine on top of the fuselage at the tail. These configurations were not introduced because of their aeroacoustic characteristics, however each configuration does exhibit specific configuration dependent aeroacoustic effects. Until the last decade, however, relatively little research effort was focused specifically on these aeroacoustic effects related to propulsion airframe integration (distinguished by the term Propulsion Airframe Aeroacoustics (PAA)). From a research point of view, this has largely been the result of limited prediction method capabilities and the more complex experimental approaches required to address integrated propulsion and airframe aircraft systems. Even with these challenges, PAA does represent an area of opportunity to develop noise reduction for conventional configurations and particularly, with a longer horizon, for unconventional aircraft configurations [4] . The opportunity is attributed both to the growing evidence of the number of PAA effects involved in aircraft configuration as well as the magnitude of these effects. PAA can include both reducing the noise sources that arise specifically from integration of propulsion and airframe and using the installation itself as a means to reduce noise.
The Boeing Blended Wing Body (BWB) configurations of Liebeck et al [5] are specific designs within the general class of HWB aircraft. The Hybrid Wing Body (HWB) aircraft configuration represents an unconventional aircraft concept that introduces the fundamental change of installing the engines on top of a lifting body airframe with the implication of eliminating the traditional high-lift system with multielement flaps. By themselves, these changes relative to the conventional aircraft configurations represent the potential for a paradigm change in noise reduction. For the objective of understanding the aeroacoustic characteristics of a HWB configuration and quantifying its noise reduction potential, there has been very little high quality experimental information available. Early aircraft system noise assessments of the HWB [6] noted limited potential for noise reduction of the baseline HWB configurations of that timeframe, specifically the Boeing BWB configurations of Liebeck et al [5] that have the engine exhaust aft of the trailing edge making shielding of the aft radiated engine noise sources impossible. Even with a limited surface to provide some shielding, peak jet sources are typically located as many as 5 to 7 nozzle diameters downstream and this would severely limit noise reduction from airframe shielding. A two-part strategy has been followed to increase the potential noise reduction of the baseline BWB design. The first part of the strategy was to move the engines two engine diameters forward on the body or equivalently to add an extension onto the trailing edge in order to create shielding of the internal engine noise sources and create the opportunity to provide shielding of the jet noise sources [7] . The second part is a key technical challenge to identify PAA technologies that could reduce jet source levels but also enhance the shielding effectiveness by moving jet sources upstream.
Full systems noise studies for the HWB have proven challenging due to the prior state-of-the-art in noise prediction tools. These tools generally relied heavily on empirical databases and have difficulty in analyzing advanced configurations like the HWB. Airframe noise in particular is very challenging to assess since not only is the HWB's airframe very different from conventional aircraft, but the approach angleof-attack is much higher, on the order of 13 degrees, and the local flow characteristics around components are different. It is also difficult to compute realistic takeoff and approach flight trajectories without accurate low speed aerodynamic data, typically from wind tunnel studies. Sizing studies, requiring component weight predictions, are also necessary to determine the correct engine size and engine throttle schedule.
The new aspect of this research is a more rigorous and higher confidence system noise assessment of the HWB aircraft concept. A series of updated prediction strategies are used to perform the system noise assessment of a baseline HWB and then variations on the baseline design that improve the aft shielding, particularly of the jet noise. Flight path and aircraft and engine sizing are provided by NASA engine and aircraft system analysis codes that have been updated to address features of the HWB configuration, see Nickol and McCullers [8] . The Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP) [9] is used to perform the HWB noise assessment based on numerous improvements in the ANOPP system and combined with key experimental data and technology options provided from a large scale PAA experiment reported in a companion paper by Czech, Thomas, and Elkoby [10] .
FRAMEWORK 2.1. Previous studies
In recent years, there are several notable and relevant studies of HWB aircraft concepts, related technology, and system assessment. Funded by the PAA team at NASA Langley Research Center, Spakovszky at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) started in 2002 to study an aircraft concept designed from first principles to be functionally-silent [11] , that is with a goal of being below the background noise of a typical well-populated environment. The objectives were to investigate the requirements for an aircraft to meet the functionally-silent criteria, to assess the potential of selected low-noise technologies for such an aircraft, and to conceptualize aircraft configurations and propulsion airframe integration. This approach led to a HWB aircraft concept with aerodynamically clean lifting surfaces that would approach at a very low velocity and a steep glide slope of 4.5 degrees, all contributing to reducing the airframe dominated approach noise to the functionallysilent criteria. To reduce engine noise, a distributed propulsion system was proposed with an effective bypass ratio of 20 either through multiple small engines with very high bypass ratios or multiple fans driven by a common core. Integration with the airframe used a hidden trailing edge that included the performance benefit from the boundary layer ingestion and then engine exhaust from a high aspect ratio (50) nozzle. In addition, Spakovszky proposed additional technologies including an engine air-brake that would use the engine in wind mill mode (through variable pitch blades) to absorb potential energy of an aircraft on approach.
A related but more comprehensive conceptual study was carried out from 2003 to 2006 by a partnership of Cambridge University and MIT and funded by the UK government. This project established noise as one of the primary design drivers. The Silent Aircraft Initiative had the goal of the conceptual design of an aircraft that would have noise imperceptible to the human ear on takeoff and landing in a well-populated area. Again, the concept started with a HWB type airframe [12] with a highly integrated distributed propulsion system including boundary layer ingestion [13] . The engine architecture had a single core driving three fans [14] [15] [16] in each of three propulsion nacelles with added long ducts that included variable area nozzles, thrust vectoring, and extensive acoustic liner treatment [17] for aft radiated noise. Airframe noise was reduced with drooped leading edge, landing gear fairing [18] technologies and operational changes such as a low approach velocity of 118 knots, higher glide slope of 3.9 degrees and landing farther down the runway (displaced threshold). The published noise assessment of the final Silent Aircraft concept predicted 75 dB cumulative below the Stage 4 requirement [19] with fuel efficiency competitive with next generation aircraft. A technology readiness level of six (system or sub-system prototype demonstrated in a relevant environment) in the year 2025 was assumed.
In sum, both of these studies, the earlier MIT study and then the Silent Aircraft Initiative, clearly showed the large array of advanced technologies and operational changes that would be necessary to target such an extreme noise goal. Nickol [20] compiled a NASA risk assessment of the Silent Aircraft Initiative's concept listing the many, high risk technologies, air traffic system management, and cost challenges that would be required to achieve a 2025 readiness timeframe.
NASA began a pathfinding study in 2003 with a different goal and strategy but also with the HWB as the basic aircraft configuration. With the growing interest over the last decade in advanced aircraft configurations that could enable a step change in noise reduction, there have been several very successful international workshops including the 8 th CEAS Aeroacoustics of New Aircraft and Engine Configurations held in Budapest, Hungary, November, 2004 and the Revolutionary Aircraft for Quiet Communities Workshop held in Hampton, Virginia, USA in July, 2007. These workshops showed a breadth of innovative low noise aircraft concepts, conceptual design, and prediction methods. However, these workshops also point out the many gaps in methods and data that are required to perform high quality assessments of an advanced aircraft concept. For these reasons the NASA pathfinding study focused on the HWB concept both for the obvious noise reduction potential but also because there was already a large and growing experimental and computational database related primarily to the aerodynamics and flight controls of the Boeing BWB accomplished through a long term partnership of Boeing and NASA [21, 22] . The Boeing Blended Wing Body [23] (BWB) shown in Figure 1 was used as a representative example of the HWB. Figure 1 shows the baseline, three-engine version of the Boeing BWB with nozzle exhaust plane aft of the trailing edge, trailing edge elevons for flight control, leading edge slat, and winglets with rudders.
The first objective of this NASA pathfinding study was a basic understanding of the PAA effects due to the differences in configuration between a conventional tube-andwing and the HWB. To accomplish this the two configurations were matched with the same current technology turbofan engines and sized to meet the same mission requirements. The second objective was to understand the implications for noise of the hybrid wing body configuration and assess the potential noise reduction achievable by using fewer and relatively near term technologies. The study was primarily performed by Geoffrey Hill of NASA and concluded in 2005 with only some elements of the study published [4, 7] and the final results compiled in presentation form by Thomas [6] in 2007. In contrast to flight dynamics or aerodynamics, this study was limited by the almost complete lack of high quality acoustic data or prediction methods for many of the aircraft components, a situation that is generally the case when attempting a complete noise assessment of an unconventional aircraft. The shielding of engine sources, a key PAA effect representing much of the noise reduction potential of the HWB, could not be done adequately at that time with prediction methods. A detailed shielding experiment [24] albeit with a simplified point noise source [25] and no flow effect was used to supply the noise assessment with the effect of shielding. Within the constraints of this study the baseline HWB was assessed at a level of 22 dB cumulative below Stage 4 with aft radiated noise from the jet and fan exit as the components clearly representing the potential for additional noise reduction. The potential for noise reduction was assessed by moving the engines two fan nozzle diameters upstream of the trailing edge to provide some shielding surface for aft radiated noise. Next, a significant assumption was made that PAA technology from advanced chevrons and the pylon effect could, in the physical limit, move jet noise sources, across the whole frequency range, all the way to the nozzle exit. Finally, assuming complete success of this strategy, the potential noise reduction of the HWB was assessed at 42 dB cumulative below stage 4. This result then became the basis for the aggressive N + 2 noise goal of NASA's ERA aeroacoustics volume 11 · number 3&4 · 2012 375
Figure 1:
Boeing Blended Wing Body Concept.
project mentioned above. This study showed that with a few key, relatively near term PAA technologies, if successfully developed and applied, the HWB could produce a step change in aircraft noise reduction without a large array of more radical and longer term technologies and operational changes.
Current study framework
The framework of the study reported here follows the framework of the NASA pathfinding study. Models of an HWB and a conventional large twin engine tube-andwing configuration both with the same engine are sized to meet the same mission requirements. The engine represents an existing technology, production turbofan engine of bypass ratio approximately seven. The tube-and-wing configuration is used as a reference primarily for the system noise calibration given the greater experience base and available aircraft noise data with this configuration. Best available prediction methods for the aircraft and engine models are used (described in Section 4.1) and best available system noise methods are used based on the NASA ANOPP (described in Section 4.2). The data for shielding effects from the large scale, integrated PAA experiment of Czech, Thomas, and Elkoby [10] are used in the system noise method. The data used is for configurations that include nozzle, chevron, and pylon technologies as well as elevon deflection and vertical surfaces that can all impact shielding particularly for the aft radiated sources. Furthermore, a limited set of relatively near term technologies are used for additional versions of the HWB and are assessed for additional noise reduction potential.
PROPULSION AIRFRAME AEROACOUSTICS (PAA) 3.1. PAA classification
In general, the aeroacoustic effects related to propulsion airframe integration, or PAA effects, can be classified in various ways. The following classification begins with a fundamental division of PAA effects into those effects associated with flow interaction and those associated with acoustic propagation, however, it is important to remember that in most cases these are not entirely unrelated issues. With these two fundamental divisions, the classification can be extended to the next level. For flow interaction, the next important division regards the flow direction, upstream or inlet, and downstream or exhaust. Since turbo-machinery and jet noise sources have different characteristics, acoustic propagation effects are more importantly divided along noise sources. The next lowest level of the classification tree is composed of identifying interactions between general engine and airframe components. And finally, some specific interactions are given along with key parameters. This classification tree is shown in Figure 2 and represents a general way of organizing PAA effects, however at the same time, it is not meant to imply that these effects can necessarily be studied or addressed separately. Rather the opposite is the case particularly on a full aircraft configuration in flight [26] making the identification and quantification of PAA effects very challenging. Flow interaction effects are caused by the flow field of one component interacting with another specifically because of the location or orientation of installation. An example of this is the influence of the engine pylon on the jet exhaust flow. The influence of the pylon creates flow features in the jet that are not present in an isolated jet. These features are also influenced by aircraft attitude. Another example is the interaction of the jet exhaust flow with an extended flap and its flow, often observed with the typical engine-under-wing configuration. These types of flow interaction effects from installation can create new acoustic sources or modify existing acoustic sources already associated with the components. Acoustic propagation effects arise when noise generated from various components propagates and interacts with either structure or flow features created by flow over the airframe and propulsion device. The acoustic propagation of fan noise along the exhaust duct, for example, is altered by the presence of the bifurcator and pylon. Furthermore, the fan noise propagation can be scattered off deployed flaps compared to propagation of fan noise in isolation. Reflection of jet noise from the underside of the wing for the typical engine-under-wing configuration is another example. Acoustic propagation effects are unlikely to create new noise sources specifically due to installation effects; however, these effects can conceivably modify existing component noise sources. An example of this modification could be the reflected jet noise interacting with the jet noise sources.
Of course, the type and magnitude of PAA effects of an unconventional aircraft configuration will be dependent on the specific configuration and propulsion airframe technology used. In general, if the goal is a significantly lower community noise impact, it is likely that major effects will have to be included from acoustic propagation such as reflection, scattering, and shielding of propulsion noise sources by the airframe and from flow interaction effects that further enhance the shielding effectiveness by redistributing sources to more favorable locations.
Out of the general possibilities for significant noise reduction from unconventional aircraft, the most obvious, direct and promising that uses PAA effects is to use the airframe to shield engine noise from ground observers.
PAA technology
To maximize the HWB's shielding potential, the aft radiating sources, fan exit, core, and jet, must be reduced and shielded more effectively through a combination of changing the baseline configuration of the HWB and through additional technology. This reality has motivated studies to identify methods of shielding the aft radiated sources. A twopart strategy was developed during the course of the NASA pathfinding study to increase the potential noise reduction of the baseline BWB design through both PAA general effects, acoustic propagation and flow interaction effects. The first part of the strategy using acoustic propagation is to move the engines two engine diameters forward of the airframe trailing edge to create some aft shielding of the internal engine noise sources and to create the opportunity to provide shielding of the jet noise sources. Because the jet noise sources are typically distributed many diameters downstream, even two engine diameters of aft shield surface will not accomplish much noise reduction of the key jet noise component. Therefore, the second part of the strategy was to develop flow interaction technologies that may move jet noise sources upstream in order to provide increased shielding effectiveness.
The study that resulted in the large scale integrated PAA experiment reported by Czech, Thomas, and Elkoby [10] developed the PAA technology and produced the experimental results that, in effect, replace many of the assumptions made during the NASA pathfinding study. PAA technology options were selected based on prior PAA research of interest for conventional configurations, specifically the acoustic effect of the engine pylon [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and unique chevron nozzles designed to reduce source noise [33] including favorable interaction with the effect of the pylon [33] [34] [35] . The addition of the standard pylon changes the spectra significantly relative to an axisymmetric nozzle (without a pylon), reducing the level at aft polar angles and increasing the noise levels at forward polar angles. This effect is accentuated as the bypass ratio increases from 4 to 7. The orientation of the pylon was studied primarily at two angles where the pylon either faced the microphones directly or was pointing away from them. The results showed a very significant azimuthal variation with levels as much as 8 dB higher in the aft arc with the pylon rotated towards the microphones. The source of this basic pylon effect is a flow interaction caused by the aerodynamic closeout of the pylon that alters the development and merging of the primary and secondary flow streams. As a result, these aspects of the pylon effect are expected, in general, to be a function of the bypass ratio.
Chevron designs generally aim to reduce low frequency jet noise while at the same time minimizing an increase in the high frequency. The design intent for the chevrons in Czech, Thomas, and Elkoby [10] considered the potential impact of shielding through altering the location of jet noise sources. A more conventional design, Chev1, was developed taking into account the effect of the pylon with a more conservative chevron immersion. Chev2 was a more aggressive design with enhanced immersion to impact the source locations more significantly with the anticipation that the increase in the high frequency part of the spectra could be shielded. All the configurations included in this paper use the Chev2 design. Figure 3 shows the conventional round high bypass ratio nozzle with standard pylon. Figure 3 also shows the Chev2 chevron nozzle.
Prior understanding of the pylon acoustic effect had led to the concept of using the shelf of the pylon as a method of controlling the initial jet development. This could control the merging of the fan and core streams as this mixing process is affected by the presence of the pylon. Furthermore, the control could be made active by injecting a small amount of air through the perforated surface of the shelf. A plenum is contained inside the pylon to provide uniform air through the surface with control of the injection pressure ratio, the ratio of supply pressure to ambient pressure. Computational analysis of the concept set a target range for the injection pressure ratio (1.1 to 1.2) and the Figure 4 . More detailed discussion of the individual nozzle, chevron, and pylon technology and the experimental results can be found in Czech, Thomas, and Elkoby [10] . The repeatability of LSAF isolated jet noise data is typically ±0.25 dB for all frequencies and angles. The repeatability of the PAA data is similar and is also discussed for these experiments [10] . [36] model was developed using publicly available data for the geometry, weight and performance characteristics of the aircraft and combined with a GE90-like Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) [37] engine model that was developed at the NASA Glenn Research Center. The FLOPS model was then calibrated to match a 656,000 lb takeoff gross weight for a 7500 nm range mission by adjusting the internally-computed FLOPS aerodynamic performance and weight predictions to match published data. Nickol and McCullers [8] also describe the development of the HWB concept, the HWB300. The HWB300 uses an equivalent mission definition to the 777-200ER reference, including payload, range and reserve mission assumptions. The planform is based on the BWB-450 aircraft, but is scaled down to maintain consistency with the smaller payload in the HWB300. The key low speed aerodynamic performance information included in the FLOPS model is derived from proprietary information of the original BWB 450 aircraft. The HWB300 aircraft of Nickol and McCullers [8] was assumed to have a technology level consistent with a 2020 entry-into-service date. Since the purpose of this study was to examine the noise levels of an HWB concept with equivalent technology levels, the advanced engine was replaced with the same GE90-like engines as the SOA aircraft model, and other advanced technologies such as advanced composites, advanced high-pressure hydraulics, variable camber, hybrid laminar flow and embedded boundary-layer ingesting inlets were removed from the model to create an HWB concept with identical mission, payload and technology levels to the SOA reference. The HWB300 engines were scaled to achieve a minimum gross weight while meeting the same takeoff field length as the 777-200ER and meeting all requirements for second-segment and missed-approach climb gradients, resulting in an aircraft with a gross weight of 590,436 lb and sea-level static thrust of 81,298 lb per engine. This HWB300 with GE90-like engines is termed the NASA HWB Best for this study.
HYBRID WING BODY SYSTEM NOISE ASSESSMENT 4.1. Aircraft and engine system models
In a preliminary version of this study an earlier version of this HWB300 was used which, among other differences, had an approach speed that was too low for compatibility with the air traffic system but which was within the capabilities of the HWB. This aircraft model is termed the NASA HWB 2009 and is only briefly mentioned in this study.
There still remains uncertainty as to the reduction in gross weight and fuel burn that can be achieved by an HWB configuration. Some of the noise benefit of the HWB is the result of the lighter weight of the aircraft, which requires a lower-thrust and consequently quieter engine. To address the impact on noise of this uncertainty, a heavier version of the HWB300, NASA HWB Heavy, was created with more conservative estimates of the improvements in cruise aerodynamics and structural weight. The heavy version of the HWB300 was derived from the baseline by increasing zero-lift cruise drag to force the cruise L/D to a more-modest 21.7 and adding weight to the fuselage to account for the possibility of the center body being ultimately much heavier than what lower-fidelity weights estimation methods predict at this time. The aircraft and engine were sized to the same mission and resulted in a larger engine requirement. The heavy version results in a 6% lower takeoff gross weight than the SOA.
Due to the high-lift capabilities of the HWB concept, the HWB300 aircraft has a minimum approach speed that is much lower than conventional aircraft of similar size. In the preliminary version of this assessment in 2009, this resulted in the choice of a very low approach speed of 97 knots. For aircraft system noise, there can be a tradeoff between lower speed for reduced airframe noise, the duration effect in the EPNL calculation method, and higher speed for lower engine throttle setting. In this study, a range of approach speeds was examined to determine whether there is an optimum, higher than the minimum, at which noise is minimized. Since approach speed is not an active constraint for this vehicle, increasing the approach speed does not result in a change in the vehicle characteristics.
In addition, the approach speed to be selected in this study must also be compatible with the air traffic system. If the approach speed were too slow this would necessitate increased spacing between aircraft to avoid a faster aircraft overtaking a slower one and violating spacing requirements. Larger and slower aircraft could require a longer separation distance that could negatively impact the air traffic throughput. There are a number of smaller aircraft that do approach at speeds as low as 115 knots, therefore, if the HWB300 minimum approach speed were set at this speed it could still be compatible with the existing air traffic system. Therefore, the approach speed for the HWB in this study was constrained to be 115 knots at a minimum. The effect of aircraft noise as a function of approach speed will be discussed in the results section.
The approach speed capabilities of the HWB also create some alternative possibilities. Sometimes the slower aircraft are separated out and use a smaller runway, which the HWB300 could also use since it has a short landing field length capability. The HWB could also land at different approach speeds depending on the capacity of the air traffic system at a particular airport and time and could use the lower and quieter approach speed at off-peak times such as night or early morning when a quieter approach is particularly valuable. In general, the low speed aerodynamic characteristics of the HWB and resulting approach speed capabilities are an area for further research.
In sum, the key aircraft system values are shown in Table 1 for the SOA aircraft, the NASA HWB 2009, the NASA HWB Best, and the NASA HWB Heavy aircraft models. All three HWB baseline aircraft versions look similar, Figure 5 , in that they are NASA models of a two engine version of the HWB and based on the Boeing BWB aircraft concept. [38] were used by FLOPS to predict the flight trajectories for all predictions presented in this paper. The engine state parameters for those flight trajectories were predicted using NPSS for a GE-90-like engine model. Figure 6 illustrates the FAR 36 procedure and the location of the measurement reference points. On approach, the aircraft must fly on a three-degree descent slope at a constant speed with landing gear and flaps down. As described above, the approach speed for the HWB design was constrained to be no lower than 115 knots in order to safely fly within the current fleet. On takeoff, the aircraft must climb at full engine power to an altitude of at least 985 ft (for two engine aircraft), where then a noise abating cutback maneuver may be executed. For both the takeoff and landing procedures, the aircraft must be at its maximum certified weight. The approach and flyover noise measurement points are well defined. The sideline measurement point is where the maximum EPNL occurs along a line parallel to the flight path. To compare the results of the HWB with the SOA, the SOA sideline location is used for the HWB predictions as well. ANOPP is used to predict the engine and airframe noise sources, which are then summed and propagated to the certification measurement locations. Time histories of PNLT are then used to compute the EPNL metric at each location. The engine sources considered are the forward radiated fan inlet noise, aft radiated fan exit noise, core noise, and jet noise. The modules that are used in ANOPP for the current study are listed in Table 2 with references. The airframe sources for the SOA included the main and nose landing gear, leading edge slats and trailing edge flaps. The HWB aircraft does not have flaps and, therefore, HWB airframe noise only included the main and nose landing gear, leading edge slat, and trailing edge noise. The landing gear and flap methods have been well validated and have shown excellent comparison with full-scale 777 data [43, 44] . The landing gear description for both the SOA and HWB was taken as that reported by Guo [43] for the 777. It should be noted that the slat method is the least developed and least validated, hence the noise results from this method have a much lower confidence level compared to the other predicted results. However, it is included since the slat could be a significant noise source. The Boeing airframe methods implemented in ANOPP at the time of this paper did not include a trailing edge noise component; hence the older Fink method was used for trailing edge noise prediction. For the HWB, the trailing edge noise is expected to be one of the significant airframe sources and improved prediction methods will be required to accurately predict and truly investigate this noise component. [46, 47] The airframe can both shield and reflect engine and airframe noise sources depending on the configuration. For the SOA tube-and-wing configuration with the engines mounted under the wing the engine sources will have a direct path to ground observers as well as the potential of reflected noise from the wing surface to the observer. ANOPP provides a capability to estimate this effect based on modeling the wing as a quadrilateral reflective surface. The core, jet and fan exit sources were input into this capability to predict the reflected noise as well as the direct noise to the observers. For the HWB, with the engines mounted above the wing body, the noise will be shielded.
Within ANOPP, the effects of an airframe barrier may be accounted for in two ways, (1) by adjusting the source directivity or (2) by adjusting the propagated noise at the observer. Adjustment of the source directivity is achieved by applying a suppression table to the predicted source noise. This table is generated by calculating a suppression function for each frequency at every polar, θ, and azimuthal, ψ, angle on the noise source semi-sphere. The suppression function, S, is the ratio of the shielded to unshielded mean square pressures and is given by where ∆dB = SPL shielded -SPL unshielded . Thus S < 1 indicates suppression and S > 1 indicates amplification. In this paper the suppression is determined from experimental data [10] and provided as input to ANOPP. The second approach is to utilize the capability within the WING module of ANOPP, the only method available to ANOPP at the time of this study. This method is very limited [48] and the suppression factors determined from the experimental data are considered the only way to account for the complex PAA effects involved in the HWB configurations studied here.
As discussed previously, the experimental PAA data [10] for the jet noise is high fidelity and at the relevant conditions and, therefore, the suppression functions applied are of high fidelity. For internal engine noise sources, ANOPP predicts the source noise (fan and core) levels and directivity for both tones and broadband with accuracy, however, the suppression applied is that obtained from the experimental data [10] using a broadband point source. While a significant component of engine noise is broadband, the suppression of tones may be different. The experimental data does include the important effect of forward flight to the suppression function, an effect not available before. As a result, the use of suppression function from the broadband source is a good approximation and the best available at the time of this study, however, future work is planned to improve this aspect.
The ANOPP engine noise sources were calibrated utilizing publicly available GE90 EPNL levels in a two-step process. The first step was to obtain the more appropriate relation between the engine noise components. This was done by using data reported by Gliebe [49] for a GE90 engine on a 777 class aircraft. This engine noise component breakdown, shown in Figure 7 , identifies the engine noise components for a prediction and the relative levels between the components. This engine noise breakdown also determines where to focus noise reduction efforts. At sideline, jet is the highest noise source while at cutback both jet and fan exit are equally high and on approach the second highest level is also fan exit. Once the calibration for obtaining the correct relation was determined, the next step was to adjust all the engine component levels by the same amount in order to match the EPNL noise levels for this aircraft (Approach: 98.1, Sideline: 95.0, Cutback: 92.0) [50] . The engine model, the flight path and vehicle models were all determined from publically available data and are considered representative of a GE90-like engine on a 777-200ER airframe. The predicted engine state parameters and flight path variables are used as input to the noise models and hence directly affect the resultant noise. The calibrations were necessary in order for the GE90-like noise model to closely match the noise levels of a true GE90 engine. Since the same engine is then used on the HWB, it was decided to apply the same total calibration of the SOA aircraft to the HWB to anchor the HWB baseline noise level. This required the assumption that whatever factors resulted in differences between ANOPP predictions and the EPNL levels for the SOA would result in a similar difference when the engine was applied to the HWB.
HWB aircraft configurations
Several configurations are studied in order to accomplish the objectives and provide some insight into the complex effects at the aircraft system level described in the Results section 5. Table 3 summarizes the configurations that are described in more detail immediately following. The original HWB positions the engines with the nozzle exit one fan nozzle diameter downstream of the trailing edge as shown in Figure 1 . While the engines must be attached to the airframe by a pylon with the engine centerline about one fan nozzle diameter above the surface, the specific design of the pylon could be of different types. For example, the rendering in Figure 1 would indicate a pylon that closes out downstream of the core nozzle exit plane. It is known that this type of pylon configuration can have a significant effect on the jet noise [10] . As described in the ANOPP methodology above, the jet noise with PAA effects is predicted using source prediction from ANOPP with PAA effects added with suppression maps from the LSAF experiments. Taking all these factors together, Configuration 0 of the baseline vehicle is constructed as a reference primarily for the application of the experimental suppression maps to the jet source prediction. Configuration 0 assumes the pylon attaching the engine to the airframe is of a type that has no acoustic effect and that a second pylon in the crown position is of the same type and orientation (relative to an observer on the ground) as on the SOA engine-under-wing configuration. In this way, the jet noise of Configuration 0 matches the ANOPP source prediction as calibrated with the 777-like data. In addition, this also makes Configuration 0, from which the jet noise suppressions will be measured against, the quietest of the possible jet and pylon configurations for the baseline vehicle. In this way, the jet noise suppressions applied for subsequent configurations are more conservative compared to the results of the preliminary assessment performed using the NASA HWB 2009 vehicle [50] .
Configuration 1, shown in Figure 5 , makes one fundamental change to Configuration 0 by including only a pylon in the keel position that does extend downstream of the core nozzle exit plane similar to the vehicle rendered in Figure 1 . This pylon is of a conventional design that does have a strong flow effect, changing both the jet noise azimuthal noise directivity and source distribution. This pylon is similar to the type of pylon used on conventional under-the-wing aircraft. Because this pylon has a strong acoustic effect and is in an orientation that is in the direction of the observers on the ground, the results of Czech, Thomas, and Elkoby [10] show that the jet noise will actually increase relative to that of Configuration 0 reference. Configuration 2 makes the next fundamental change by moving the engines two fan diameters upstream of the trailing edge. This provides some limited shielding surface consistent with the noise reduction strategy. Clearly, there are performance impacts of moving the engines upstream on the body closer to the high Mach number region during cruise. These performance impacts are not addressed in this study and are left to future NASA funded work currently underway with Boeing [51] . Rather the emphasis of this study is to determine the acoustic benefit if this change in configuration could be accomplished by some approach that could also minimize the performance impacts. For all of the following configurations in this study, the engine is fixed at this location two fan diameters upstream of the trailing edge.
Configuration 3 adds improved technology chevrons (Chev2) to the fan and core nozzle of the turbofan nozzle. Configuration 3 also adds the vertical surfaces at the inboard location compared to the wing tip location on the baseline aircraft concept, Figure 8 . The vertical surfaces were considered because proposed low noise versions of the HWB concept have considered moving the vertical control surfaces from the tip to an inboard location [51] based on the assumption that an additional increment of shielding might be obtained for aft radiating engine sources, particularly at the sideline angle. All other configurations in this paper also include these same vertical surfaces. Configuration 4 is an intermediate configuration and is omitted for brevity.
Configuration 5 adds the active pylon and elevons deflected up by 10 degrees. An HWB has control elevons on the trailing edge of the airframe instead of the traditional high-lift flap system. The elevons can deflect up (negative) on takeoff and approach and a 10-degree deflection up is within a reasonable range. Similar to the configuration of the verticals, the elevons represent another option that may provide additional shielding of some of the propulsion sources. The active pylon is set at a high pressure ratio (injection pressure to ambient pressure) of 1.5. However, since the area is small the mass flow at full-scale is estimated to be only 0.1% of the engine mass flow rate and, of course, could be turned off or set at a lower pressure for other reasons at other points in the mission. The tested configuration from Czech, Thomas, and Elkoby [10] is shown in Figure 8 . The active pylon and the elevon effects are only considered on Configuration 5 and not on any of the other configurations. Configuration 6 rotates the conventional engine pylon from the keel position to the crown position so that this pylon with a known strong acoustic effect is located on the top of the engine. The purpose is to orient the azimuthal directivity in a way that would be acoustically favorable, lower noise, in the direction of the observer microphones in the flyover and sideline directions. Of course, an implementation of this configuration would require a second pylon in the keel position of a design that creates a weak acoustic effect but would also meet other vehicle requirements. This could be accomplished in the simplest approach if the pylon could be closed out before the exit plane of the core nozzle, or better before the exit plane of the fan nozzle.
Configurations 1 through 6 represent a subset of the experimental configurations tested by Czech, Thomas, and Elkoby [10] and are used to supply key data in order to make a full aircraft system noise assessment to be shown in section V below. The next configurations use additional technologies based on estimates from a variety of sources. The purpose of calculating the system noise assessment of these additional configurations is to understand the impact of additional noise reduction technology or sensitivity of system noise to key aircraft characteristics.
Configuration 7 takes advantage of the crown pylon of Configuration 6 by adding an acoustic liner to the wall surfaces of the crown pylon, internal to the fan nozzle. The fan exit noise component is the second highest component on both approach and cutback and it could be further attenuated with the application of acoustic liner to the crown pylon. This increases the area of acoustic liner in the bypass duct that can reduce fan exit noise and, furthermore, projections of more advanced liner technology can be factored in based, in part, on prior computational results [52, 53] . Therefore, the crown pylon can be a rare dual noise reduction device reducing jet noise as well as fan exit noise simultaneously. Configurations 8 and 9 are intermediate configurations and are omitted for brevity.
Configuration 10 is a heavier weight HWB aircraft and was described earlier in section 4.1. It has the same technology package as Configuration 7 and is used to indicate the sensitivity of the system noise to aircraft weight. This is the only configuration assessed on the HWB Heavy model. Configuration 11 applies additional, but still considered relatively near term technologies to lower the highest components in an effort to quantify a lower noise level that could be achieved within the framework of the current study. Two sources are addressed with additional, projected technology for lower noise landing gear and more jet noise suppression. There is considerable technology development to build on and it is considered that with additional, concentrated development lower noise versions of these components could be available well before the 2020 timeframe. First, even after the source and shielding of jet noise achieved by Configuration 7, the jet related component is still the highest component at the sideline and cutback points. Given the significant noise reduction (source plus shielding effectiveness) already achieved [10] and considering that several design variables are effective (chevrons, pylon, and additional technology such as the active pylon), it is reasonable to project that further reduction is possible for the jet component with additional PAA technology development. Second, the landing gear is the highest noise component on approach and because fairings on the landing gear have been extensively researched and even flight tested, it is reasonable that similar technologies could be developed for the landing gear, particularly for a new aircraft concept such as the HWB. The technologies include spoilers, relocation of lights, relocation and fairing of torque links and lines, and fairings on wheels as described and tested at full-scale by Dobrzynski et al [54] . The current study uses the same projection for the noise reduction potential of advanced landing gear fairings as was used in a prior NASA noise assessment for an advanced technology but conventional tube-and-wing aircraft [55] .
RESULTS

Approach speed effect
Configuration 6 on the NASA HWB Best aircraft was used to determine the approach noise in EPNLdB as a function of approach speed. The three-degree flight path angle is kept fixed for all approach speeds. The approach speed is varied from the minimum speed for the HWB, 97 knots, used in the 2009 preliminary study [50] to a speed of 140 knots that is more typical of the 777-like aircraft. Figure 9 shows that the airframe noise decreases continuously with reduced approach speed as expected, while engine noise first decreases as approach speed is reduced from 140 knots, has a minimum near 130 knots, and then increases again toward the minimum approach speed of 97 knots. The result is that total aircraft noise does not minimize until 110 knots, a velocity too low by the criteria already discussed. Therefore, the approach speed is fixed at 115 knots for all cases to be discussed subsequently. 
Figure 9:
Approach noise for HWB Best with Configuration 6 as a function of approach speed, three-degree flight path fixed. Figure 10 shows the approach velocity as well as takeoff velocity for the four aircraft models discussed. The HWB 2009 model approached at the speed of 97 knots and also had a slower takeoff velocity of about 140 knots. The SOA aircraft has the highest approach speed of 125 knots and the highest takeoff speed approaching 180 knots. The HWB Best and Heavy aircraft have virtually identical speeds, lower compared to the SOA aircraft. Throttle settings are shown in Figure 11 showing similar profiles. Figure 12 plots the flight path as a function of distance for both approach and takeoff maneuvers. Again, all four aircraft follow the three-degree approach angle. Ground roll for the HWB 2009 aircraft was not constrained and is shorter given high-lift characteristics of the HWB and the lighter weight. For the current study the ground roll for the HWB Best and the HWB Heavy was constrained to equal that of the SOA and is therefore much longer. Even so, the resulting flight paths for takeoff show the faster climb of the HWB compared with the SOA, a factor that will influence noise. The angle-of-attack profiles in Figure 13 show that the HWB Best and Heavy have angles of attack three to four degrees greater than the SOA on both approach and takeoff while the HWB 2009 had angles that were even greater and less practical as was the approach speed of the HWB 2009.
Flight parameters
System noise results
The overall aircraft system noise is calculated for the seven configurations listed above and is presented in Figure 14 as EPNL dB below Stage 4. As described in the previous assessments of the baseline configuration this level results from many effects but primarily from lower airframe noise on approach, shielding of fan inlet noise, and the faster climb on takeoff. Configuration 2 reduces the aircraft noise to 33.8 dB below Stage 4 due to simple shielding effect from the two diameters of shielding surface that primarily impacts fan exit and core noise but has little impact on jet noise. Starting with Configuration 3, additional shielding surfaces are included and technologies are introduced that can reduce source levels and impact the source distribution so as to enhance the effectiveness of the same shielding surface length. Configuration 3 adds both the inboard verticals and the improved chevrons that have a significant effect on jet noise shielding effectiveness by relocating peak noise sources upstream for a wide range of frequencies [10] . The cumulative system noise is 38.9 dB below Stage 4 with the addition of the verticals and the best available chevrons. The verticals potentially have an effect on jet noise shielding but also on the shielding of fan exit and core engine sources. Examining the intermediate calculation steps can determine the net effect of the verticals. Spectral data for the effect of the verticals on jet noise is shown in Reference 10 for the sideline condition and the effect is small. However, for the certification point calculation, the effect on jet noise is to slightly increase noise. Of greater impact is the effect of the verticals on aft radiated fan and core noise. For those components the verticals increase fan exit and core noise about 1 dB at each of the three certification points. The effect is most probably due to engine Figure 13 : Angle-of-attack profile for approach (negative distance toward zero) and takeoff (positive distance away from zero) manuevers.
sources reflected from the verticals and constructively summing in the direction of the ground observers, however, further data and diagnostic efforts would be useful. The effect is considered real and emphasizes the importance of considered the engine and airframe as a system and not as isolated components. As a result of this finding, for the final recommendation based on this analysis, the inboard verticals should be repositioned to winglets as in the original BWB concepts. However, the verticals were included in the experimental data and their effect is included for the remaining configurations to be shown. Configuration 5, again shown in Figure 8 , adds two more effects simultaneously. First, the elevon deflection above the surface does effectively add more shielding. Second, the active pylon injection from the shelf of the keel pylon also adds additional movement of jet noise sources upstream, increasing jet noise shielding effectiveness. This combination results in an additional 1.1 dB cumulative noise reduction compared to Configuration 3 for a total of 40.0 dB below Stage 4.
Configuration 6 rotates the standard pylon from the keel to the crown position retaining the chevrons and the verticals but without the active pylon or the elevon deflection. As described before, the crown pylon orientation has a more favorable jet noise azimuthal directivity and the result at the system level now totals 40.8 dB below Stage 4. It is important to pause at this point to compare the result of Configuration 6 to the same configuration assessed at 41.1 dB cumulative below Stage 4 in the preliminary version reported in 2009 by Thomas and Burley [50] . The difference of 0.3 dB cumulative is indicative of the final impact of the many differences between that study and this more precise and rigorous study. These changes were done intentionally to reflect a more accurate HWB model and included fine tuning the HWB Best aircraft flight path, increasing the approach speed, and the different reference for the application of the experimental jet noise suppression maps. Even though the changes mentioned were on the order of 2−3 dB for each of the airframe and the jet noise components these changes together with the others (throttle setting, angle-of-attack, etc) all resulted in a 0.3 dB cumulative change for this configuration. While not a calculation of a confidence level, this can be used to indicate the sensitivity to the impact of multiple input parameter uncertainties and overall aircraft EPNL insensitivity to component level changes.
Configuration 7 identifies the effect of adding acoustic liner to the crown pylon to create a dual noise reduction effect. The acoustic liner is the only change from Configuration 6 and the result at the system level is an additional 0.7 dB of noise reduction. This is a significant impact at the system level and is the result of the still high level of fan exit noise.
The technology package of Configuration 7 is assessed on the HWB Heavy aircraft model to create Configuration 10. The heavier weight vehicle has a higher cumulative certification level, a difference of 0.7 dB. While the noise level of Configuration 10 does go up, the certification level goes up more resulting in a reduced level relative to Stage 4 that is 42.2 dB, slightly greater than that for Configuration 7. Clearly, a higher weight HWB will have performance impacts, however, for the weight differences evaluated here, the impact on aircraft noise is considered minimal.
Configuration 11 adds three additional technologies to address the noise components that are still highest after the effect of the technologies on Configuration 7. Adding projected benefits from more advanced chevrons, pylon technology and, quiet landing gear, Configuration 11 adds 1.4 dB more noise reduction for a total of 42.9 dB below Stage 4. Figure 15 shows the same levels of cumulative noise reduction and compares them to the noise of the reference SOA configuration and to the noise level for an advanced technology tube-and-wing aircraft. This advanced technology aircraft was assessed at 29 dB cumulative below Stage 4 by Berton, Envia, and Burley [55] for an aircraft with ultra high bypass ratio (BPR 16) engines mounted under the wing. Configuration 11, even with the existing technology, in production, high bypass ratio (BPR 7) turbofan engine, meets the NASA N + 2 noise goal of 42 dB and exceeds the advanced technology tube-and-wing, with much lower engine source noise levels, by more than 13 dB.
Evaluation of results
Aircraft system noise levels are next presented in diagnostic forms in order to better understand HWB acoustics and the PAA impact of the technologies considered. Figure 16 presents the EPNLdB levels calculated at each of the three certification points. The levels of the SOA aircraft are for comparison and illustrate the fact that for this configuration the levels of the three certifications are within 6 to 7 dB of each other with approach actually having the highest level. Configuration 1 illustrates the paradigm shift in aircraft noise that the HWB introduces with the sideline level now the highest at about 6-7 dB higher than at the other two points. Approach noise is dramatically reduced by about 12 dB due to the absence of flaps as well as the lower speed and shielding of fan inlet noise by the large airframe surface forward of the engine inlet. Cutback noise level is also reduced significantly compared to the SOA configuration due to fan inlet shielding and the faster climb of the HWB. Clearly, reducing the jet and fan exit components that are important at sideline conditions will be critical to achieve system noise reduction. The sideline level actually increases due to the pylon orientation effect explained earlier. Configuration 2 shows that the shielding is more effective on the fan sources and therefore at cutback and approach. With the introduction of the chevrons and the crown pylon orientation in Configurations 3 and 6, respectively, the reduction of the jet source and shielding is more effective as evidenced by the 1 dB reduction in the sideline noise. Finally, with all the technologies applied on Configuration 11, all three certification noise levels have been reduced, however, the distribution is remarkably similar to Configuration 1 with the sideline level 5 to 6 dB above the other two noise levels. For a limited set of configurations, 1, 7, and 11, Figure 17 shows the aircraft system noise at all three certification points calculated for the airframe and the engine noise separately. The quiet landing gear is included in the airframe component for Configuration 11 but the other technology effects are added to the engine component because PAA technologies reduce the engine source noise or increase the shielding of the engine source noise as a result of installation. At the sideline and cutback conditions, the application of the PAA technologies results in engine noise levels that are closer to the airframe only levels while at the approach condition the airframe level actually becomes slightly higher than the engine level.
Tone corrected Perceived Noise Levels (PNLT) are an intermediate step in the EPNL calculation and are shown in Figure 18 for each of the three certification points for the SOA aircraft and four of the HWB configurations. It should be noted that ground reflections are included in the data plotted in Figure 18 . The inlet shielding inherent in the HWB shifts the peak levels aft of the observer compared to the SOA. The SOA PNLT curve, particularly for approach is elevated over a large polar angle range, which creates a large duration time in the EPNL computation. The elevated level and long duration time results in high EPNL for the SOA. The HWB with the additional technologies is able to produce even flatter PNLT distributions, but the levels are lower. Figure 19 plots the PNLT distributions for just two configurations, 1 and 7, and also shows the component breakdown. The significant changes created by the applied PAA technologies are evident when comparing Configuration 7 to Configuration 1. At the approach condition, landing gear becomes the high source for Configuration 7 since fan exit noise was significantly reduced from Configuration 1. At both sideline and cutback, fan exit noise has been reduced much more than jet noise. While having been reduced, jet noise is still the dominant component at both sideline and cutback after the impact of the Configuration 7 technologies. These results led to the selection of the two additional technologies for Configuration 11 and also indicate where future emphasis should be focused to maximize the noise reduction of the HWB.
The approach and takeoff flight path information was used to simulate single event landing and takeoff, and create ground contours of sound exposure level (SEL). Figure 20 plots the approach and takeoff condition ground contours for the SOA aircraft, the HWB Best with Configuration 7, and the HWB Best with Configuration 11. The HWB configurations show a dramatic reduction in the area within a given ground contour level for both the approach and takeoff conditions. The areas contained within the 85 dB contour are given in Table 4 as normalized by the associated SOA area for takeoff, approach and combined two conditions (takeoff + approach). Since the ground roll operation of the aircraft on landing, after touch down, did not include deceleration and thrust reverser deployment, the approach contour area is calculated for flight to the touch down point at x = 0. With the normalized area of the SOA aircraft at 100%, the relative combined area for the HWB C7 is 25.5% and the HWB C11 is 20.7% for an overall reduction of 75% and 80% respectively in ground area, clearly demonstrating the significant potential benefit to airport communities of an aircraft that could realize these noise levels. 
CONCLUSIONS
The HWB aircraft configuration represents an unconventional aircraft concept that introduces fundamental changes in aircraft configuration. This configuration has the potential for a significant step change reduction in aircraft noise. The best available NASA model of a twin turbofan engine HWB was used to perform a system noise assessment with the best available NASA methods. For the important and difficult to predict aft radiated noise sources, a key element of the system noise assessment was the use of experimental data from a large-scale integrated propulsion airframe aeroacoustic interaction experiment. The baseline HWB aircraft with existing turbofan engines assessed at a level of 26.4 dB cumulative below the Stage 4 level. A configuration based on near term technologies assessed at 41.5 dB cumulative below Stage 4. This configuration consisted of engines placed two fan nozzle diameters upstream of the trailing edge for shielding. It included chevron nozzles and a pylon oriented in the crown position to reduce jet source noise and relocate jet noise sources upstream for more effective shielding. Also, on the crown pylon was an acoustic liner for additional fan exit noise attenuation. The noise assessment of an unconventional aircraft remains challenging and the final outcomes are very dependent on the flight path determined by the models, information used for the PAA effects, and the noise reduction technology impacts. The key impact on noise from the aircraft flight path is through the parameters of the throttle setting profile and the low speed aerodynamic performance and the resulting flight path trajectory affecting the takeoff and cutback points. On approach, the glide slope is fixed at three degrees and the approach speed becomes the parameter with the most impact.
Jet noise is the dominant component at both cutback and takeoff conditions and is a particular challenge because of the distributed sources. The total installation of the jet and combining of the pylon orientation at the crown with the aggressive chevron design was very effective at reducing the jet source level and increasing shielding effectiveness. Chevron technology has advanced rapidly in recent years for jet source noise reduction. The fact that chevrons can be effective at the combined objective of source reduction and relocating sources upstream, making the shielding more effective, opens a new design space for integrated pylon and chevron technology. For this range of bypass ratio, the benefit of the crown pylon is especially valuable for its simultaneous impact on jet source relocation and fan exit noise attenuation. This benefit of the crown pylon should be studied with higher fidelity experiments and assessment because fan noise radiating from the crown area of the fan duct, away from the airframe, has a higher angle relative to the airframe and is less likely to be shielded. The additional attenuation of fan noise from the crown acoustic liner can mitigate this. This study has also identified the importance of reducing landing gear noise at the source. An additional configuration with further projected noise reduction from quiet technology landing gear and from more advanced PAA chevron and pylon technology assessed at 42.9 dB cumulative below Stage 4, meeting the NASA N + 2 noise goal. A representation of this configuration is shown in Figure 21 . From this configuration, additional reductions could be obtained from a few logical approaches. First, the verticals could be moved from the inboard position to winglets for a small noise benefit and for the better aerodynamics of the original HWB concept. This change alone would likely assess the concept at closer to 43−44 dB. For more recent versions of the HWB concept where an extension of the trailing edge has been added, in the center body section where the engines are positioned, the inboard verticals may provide some noise reduction for that configuration. Since jet and landing gear noise would still be the dominant noise components, the technologies relevant to reducing these sources and enhancing jet shielding should be advanced further. And finally, considering a configuration that would include higher bypass ratio engines (BPR 12 and higher) that are currently being introduced into commercial aircraft, this next configuration should be able to exceed the 42 dB goal by a considerable margin.
A new configuration like the HWB does indeed introduce a new paradigm for noise reduction. This new paradigm is realized through the potential of propulsion airframe aeroacoustic technology to effectively multiply the inherent noise reduction potential of a new configuration like the HWB in an integrated, systems level approach by simultaneously configuring component source reduction to also achieve increased shielding effectiveness. The ability to conduct additional trade studies for low noise, efficient HWB configurations is growing given the prior knowledge base from other disciplines, the high quality experimental data and system noise assessment methodology assembled for this study, and the identified advanced airframe, acoustic liner, and PAA technologies.
